**Refrigerator Raiders**

**Strike Assembly**

**Isometric View**

**Requirements for Finised Part Unless Otherwise Specified**

- Tolerances Unless Otherwise Specified
  - Decimals: °°°= °°°= 0.005
  - Angles: X= 1/2°

- Thread Chamfer (or CSK)................. 1 to 1 1/2 threads deep
- Surface Intersections.................. ±0.000 MAX
- Holes and features to be on the "q"  ±0.000 MAX

**Material**

Zamak-3

**Finish**

Chrome

**Q.A.**

Comments:

**Title**

Strike Assembly

**Drawing Location**

F:\Website\Written Documents\drawing package\Strike Assembly.SLDJR

**Part Location**

F:\Website\Written Documents\drawing package\strike.SLDPR

---

**Requirements for Finised Part Unless Otherwise Specified**

- Tolerances fractional = 1/64
- Corner Break (external) (Utilized).................... 0.002 to 0.001 OR EQUIVALENT
- Fillet Radius Internal................................. 0.002 to 0.001
- General Finish........................................ 63 MAX

**Thread Chamfer (or CSK)..................... 1 to 1 1/2 threads deep
Surface Intersections.......................... ±0.000 MAX
Holes and features to be on the "q" ±0.000 MAX

**Material**

Zamak-3

**Finish**

Chrome

---

**Q.A.**

Comments: